The sugar kinase/heat shock protein 70/actin superfamily: implications of conserved structure for mechanism.
Sugar kinases, stress-70 proteins, and actin belong to a superfamily defined by a fold consisting of two domains with the topology beta beta beta alpha beta alpha beta alpha. These enzymes catalyze ATP phosphoryl transfer or hydrolysis coupled to a large conformational change in which the two domains close around the nucleotide. The beta 1-beta 2 turns of each domain form hydrogen bonds with ATP phosphates, and conserved Asp, Glu or Gln residues coordinate Mg2+ or Ca2+ through bound waters. The activity of superfamily members is regulated by various effectors, some of which act by promoting or inhibiting the conformational change. Nucleotide hydrolysis eliminates interdomain bridging interactions between the second beta 1-beta 2 turn and the ATP gamma-phosphate. This is proposed to destabilize the closed conformation and affect the orientation of the two domains, which might in turn regulate the activity of kinase oligomers, stress-70 protein-protein complexes, and actin filaments.